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The index of maximum density of a Boolean (or nonnegative) matrix A is defined as the least 
positive integer h = h(A) such that the number of ones (or positive entries) in Ah is maximized 
in all powers of A. Our main results are the following: (1) Let IBn.p be the set of n x n irreducible 
Boolean matrices with period p. We give the largest value of h(A) for A E IB,, . (2) Let Hn.P be 
the set of h(A) for A E IBGp. We exhibit a system of gaps in Hn.P. (3) We completely determine 
the set of h(A) for all n x n symmetric irreducible Boolean matrices. 
1. Introduction 
A matrix over the binary Boolean algebra { 0, 1 } is called a Boolean matrix. The 
theory of powers of a given square Boolean matrix has been lrbzd in different areas: 
diffusion of information, finite-state nondeterministic automata, etc. (For basic 
facts and more applications about Boolean matrices, see [4].) For an n x n Boolean 
matrix A, the behavior of the sequence A,A2,A3, . . . mainly depends on two 
parameters: p =p(A) (the period of A) and k = k(A) (the index of convergence of
A), where p is the least positive integer such that A l+p = A’ for all sufficiently large 
I; k is the least value of I for which A ‘+P = A’ holds. Both parameters had been in- 
vestigated extensively [2,5,8]. In particular, if n > 1 and A is irreducible (i.e., there 
does not exist an pt x pt permutation matrix P such that 
where All, A22 are nonvacuous square matrices, 0 is the matrix of all zeros), then 
the period p =p(A) is the gcd of the lengths of all cycles in the associated diagraph 
D(A), and p = 4 iff A is primitive, i.e., is the matrix of all 
ones. In this case, k = y(A)-the p 
er a different, ough, as it tur 
the index of maximum density of A, which is defined as the least integer 
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such that the number of ones in Ah is maxiinized in all powers of A. Our main 
results are the following: 
(1) Let IB, P be the set of n x n irreducible Boolean matrices with period pa We 
obtain the largest index, fi(n,p) = max{ h(A): A E IBn,P} (see Section 3). 
(2) Let H, P be the set of h(A) for A E IB, L‘. We exhibit a system of “gaps” in 
H ,,P, where ‘a “gap” in Hn,P is a nonempty set of consecutive positive integers 
smaller than h(n,p) all of which are not in Hk,, (see Section 4). 
(3) We completely determine the set of indices of maximum density for all n x n 
irreducible symmetric Boolean matrices (see Section 5). 
The largest index fi(n,p) was investigated in [3], but only partial results were ob- 
tained. The results of (2) and (3) are new, and the problem of completely determin- 
ing the set Hk,P is still open. 
2. Preliminaries 
First of all, we state the following fundamental results which appeared in 
literature diversely and repeatedly [ 1,4,9]. 
Theorem 2.1. Let A E IB,,, i.e., A is an n x n irreducible Boolean matrix with 
period p. Then: 
(i) There exists a permutation matrix Q such that 
i 
0 Al 0 ... 0 
0 0 A2 l .0 0 
AQ=QAQT= i i i 0.. ; 
0 0 0 ... A,_1 
A, 0 0 .*a 0 1 
where the zero blocks along the main diagonal are square. Ag is called an im- 
primitive normal form of A. 
(ii) If Ai is of size ni X ni+ 1 (i = 1, . . . , p, here we read the subscripts module p), 
then we denote A9 by 
AQ = (nld%9n29A29 l rnp9Ap9nl)* 
(In case the size of each block is unimportant or is clear from the context, we simp& 
denote 2 .-) by (A 1, .. . . A,).) The (row) vector (nl,n2, . . ..n.) is determined by A up 
to a cyclic permutation. 
(iii) Denote Ai(m)=AiAi,,w~wAi+m_l (i=I,.*.,p, m=l,2,...), then A;j=[A,$ 
(i,j= 1 , e *. ,p), where A, is an ni x nj block defined by 
Ail = 
Ai( ifj-i=m(modp). 
es 
4 otherwise. 
In particular, At = dia [A,(p), . . . . A,(p)]. 
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(iv) Each ni x ni matrix Ai is primitive (i = 1, . . . , p), and the difference be- 
tween any two of” their primitive exponents i at most 1: 
/i)(Ai(P))-Y(Aj(P))l=l, iJ= L--9Pe 
Since all parameters of interest are equal for A and QAQT, we might always 
assume that A is already in the primitive normal form. 
The next conclusion is quite clear on familiarizing oneself with various definitions 
and notations: 
Theorem 2.2. Let A = (nl, A,, n2, AZ, . . . , nP, A,, nl) E IB,p be an imprimitive nor- 
mal form. Denote 
B() = 9 B1 = 
0 0 J 0 l *- 0 
0 0 0 J l *- 0 
: : : l . : 
;,;,;,;.::; 
J 0 0 0 ... 0 
0 J 0 0 ..= 0 1 
‘0 J 0 .a. O- 
0 0 J l ** 0 
: : : ‘. : 
;j;,..: ; 
9 
J 0 0 ... 0 _ I 
s BP_, =B;-! = 
0 0 .-- 0 J 
J 0 ... 0 0 
rg J l ** 0 0 
. A;> : ..: l . ; : ;, :I 9 
where each Bj (j=O, ls . ..) p - I!) is an n x n Boolean matrix partitioned in the same 
block form as A, J is the matrix of all ones with suitable size. Then the index of 
convergence of A is 
k(A) = min(m E H’ : Am = Bj9 where j=m(modp)#sj=p- 1). 
Proof. If m=lp+j(O=jlp- l), Am=Bj9 then A”+P=APBj=Bj, hence k(A)lm. 
Conversely, let k = k(A3, k= j(mod p), 0s jsp - 1. Then 
1~ max {y(Aj(p))} * A” = Bo 
1 rjlp 
and the equality is established. 0 
Corollary 2.3. Let yi = y(Ai(p)) be the primitive exponent of the primitive matrix 
Ai(p)s then 
p(yi- l)Ck(A)Sp(yi+ 1) for all i= 1, ...9p. 
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Proof. 
yi + 12 max yj (Theorem 2.1 (iii)) 
1SjSp 
* AP’Yi+ 1) = & 
* k(A) 5 p(yj+ 0, 
(&p))Yi-1 $ J =+ APO%- 1) s & 
Finally, we 
V31: 
Theorem 2.4. Denote n=rp+s, r= Ln/pJ, O~ssp- 1, and 
=) k(A) > p(yj - 1). 0 
state a recent result on the sharp upper bound of k(A) for A E IB,, 
&qp) = max{k(A): A E IBRp}, 
where LxJ is the largest integer not greater than x. Then 
&sP) = 
[p(r*--2r+2)+s, ifr> 1 
I_ 
3; if r= 1, 00.’ 
Mureover, if A E IB,,p has a normalform (nI,Al,...,np,Ap,nl) and k(A)=&z,p), 
then 
(n 19...9np) =(r+ l,..., r+ 1,r ,..., r). 
L 
V 
J 
S 
3. The index of maximum deasity 
Let 
c= 
0 1 0 l a* 0 
0 
0 1 
l -- 
0 
: : : l . : 
;, ;, ;, ..: ; 
1 0 0 l -• 0 
L I 
be a pxp circulant. The cyclic period of a row vector (q, n2, . . . , “q), denoted by 
Ml , . . . , np), is defined as the least positive integer j such that C’(n,, . . . , nP,’ = 
(n 1, l . . , QT. Obviously, z(n,, . . . , np) 1 p. 
Now we give an explicit expression for h(A). 
’ We exclude the trivial case r= 1, s= 0 (i.e., n =p). See footnote 2. 
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hewem 3.1. If AEIB,,., and A has an imprimitive normal form QAQT= 
(nlsAl,n2,A2, l -•+A,,nl), then 
0 i 
where IA41 
0 ii 
max IAmI = f nf, 
m i=l 
denotes the number of ones in a Boolean matrix M; 
h(A) = min(m: mzk(A) and T 1 m} = rrk(A)/tl, 
where T= z(n,, . . . . n,,). [xl denotes the least integer not less than x. 
Proof. Assume m =j(modp), OS&~- 1. Then by Theorem 2.2 we have 
P 
m I k(A) * Am = Bj * IAm = C nini+j, 
i=l 
P 
m < k(A) * Arnr Bj * IA”1 < C nini+j. 
i=l 
Since 
we have 
P 
n2 
P P 
c .- 1 c 
i=E & 1 
?li?li+j=+ C (?2i-?ti+jJ21 0, 
i=l 
lAmI s f nf. 
i=l 
IAmI = 5 nf cs ni=ni+j for ail i=i,...,p 
i=l 
e Ci(nl, . . . . nP)T = (q, . . ..n.>’ 
In particular, the equ&ty holds when j=p, thus (i) is proved. 
Furthermore, note that 
lAmI = 5 nf m m 1 k(A) and E nf = E nini+j 
i=l i=l i=l 
c) m 2 k(A) and r(r+..,n,) 
e rnz k(A) and r(q,...,n,) 
Thus (ii) is proved. •I 
j 
m. 
(Remark. The conclusions of Theorem 3.1 are not new [3], but our expression (ii) 
for h(A) seems more convenient.) 
If n = rp + s with r = In/p J , Osssp - 1. Heap and Lynn [3] proved lengthily t
h(A) sp(r2-2r+3+ L(zs- a)/pJ) 
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and this upper bound is sharp when r> 1 and Or SC +(p + l), namely, h(A) has the 
sharp upper bound 
h(A) s C p(r2 - 2r+ 2), if s = 0, p(r2-2r+3), if 1 =s< +(p+ I). 
However, both the case r= 1 and the case r> 1, +(p+ l)~s~p- 1 are undetermin- 
ed. For the latter case, they showed that the sharp upper bound must be either 
p(r2 - 2r + 3) or p(r2 - 2r + 4). 
Now by using our result for k(A) (Theorem 2.4), the sharp upper bound fi(n,p) = 
max(h(A): A E IB,,) can be easily obtained in any case. 
Theorem 3.2. 
p(r2-2r+2), if r> 1, s = On 
p(r’-2r+3), if r> 1, 1 5 ssp- 1, 
PI if r= 1, 1 rsrp-L2 
Moreover, if k(A) = k(n,p) then h(A) = &n,p). 
Proof. By Theorem 3.1, we have 
where r=r(q, . . . . nP). Moreover, by Theorem 2.4, 
k(A) = &,p) 
=$ A has a normal form (nl,Al,...,nP,A,,nl) with 
(n 1, . . . . nP) = (r+ I,..., r+ l,r ,..., r) 
=$ r=p(if l=srp-l)andr=l(ifr>l,s=O) 
- h(4 = P re4Pw l 
The desired equality is established. Cl 
4. Gaps in the set of indices of maximum density 
Let Hn,P be the set of indices of maximum density for the matrixes in IB,,,, the 
largest number Ji(n,p) of the set k&,P had been obtained in Theorem 3.2, namely, 
fihp) = c p(r2 - 2r a- 2), if n lrei O(m~dp)~ pV2--2r+ 3), if n 
2 I(n the trivial ease PI- 1, s = 0, i.e., n ==p. A has the normal form C, hence kf.4) = h(A) = 1. If we 
define A0 = b--the identity matrix, we can also (more conveniently) define k(C) = h( 
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where r = Ln/pJ > 1 (we will not discuss the easy case r = 1). The next deveiopment 
is to study the set k?& itself. Our first question is: Does every integer between 1
and fiR,P belong to Hn,., ? For this we define the so-called ‘6gap’? for the set H,,P to 
be a nonempty set of consecutive integers between 1and &, all of which are not 
in Hn,P. The following theorem establishes a relation between the gaps in the 
(primitive) exponent set E, = H, 1 (for r x r primitive matrices) and the gaps in 
and hence exhibits a system of’ gaps in Hn,po 
H, P, , 
Theorem 4.1. Suppose n=pr+s where r= l~‘pJ and Orscp- 1. &f k$E for all 
k,rkrk,, then mGH,, for all k,pcm=kzp. I 
Proof. Suppose m 5 Hn,P and k,p<m 5 k2p. Then m = h(A) for some A E IB,,. 
Without loss of generality, we may assume that A is in the primitive normal form 
A = (nr,Ai, nz,&, . . . v np,A,, nl). Since nl + l == +n,, =n=pr+s<p(r+ l), there ex- 
ists some nj<r. NOW Aj(p)=AjAj+I*goAj+p_l is a primitive matrix of size tlj X nj, 
SO the imprimitive exponent yj= Y(Aj(p)) E E,,j~ Er [6, p. 941. On the other hand, 
we have p(yj - l)<mIp(yj+ 1) by Corollary 2.3. Thus p(yj- l)<kzp and yjsk2; 
k,p<p(yj + 1) and kl s Yj. SO kl= YjS k2 and yjE E,. This contradicts the 
hypothesis. 0 
In [I, Theorem 24,25], Dulmage and Mendelsohn gave the following gaps in the 
exponent set E, of r X r primitive matrices: 
(i) If r is odd an rr5, then kgE, for all r2-3r+5~k~r2-2r. 
(ii) If r is even and r> 4 (actually rz4 is enough), then k $ E; for r2 - 4r + 7 = 
ks r2 - 2r. Thus we have: 
Corollary 4.2. (i) If r is odd and rz 5, then m $ Hn,P for all p(r2 - 3r + 5) <m 5 
p(r2 - 2r). 
(ii) If r is even and r1>4, then me Hn P for all p(r2 -4~ 7)<m=p(r” - 2r). 9 
A deeper problem is to find all gaps in Hn,p, or equivalently, to completely 
determine the set H, P. In general, this problem seems very difficult. In the next 
section we shall solve this problem for a special class of irreducible 
matrices-the class of symmetric irreducible Boolean matrices with given period. 
5. The index of et 
Let A be a symmetric irreducible Boolean matrix, then the associated igraph 
D(A) is a symmetric strong digraph which corresponds naturally to a (undirected) 
ycle of length 2 in 
= 1 or 2 becaus 9 t 
primitive matrix, hence h(A) = y( his case has already been studied i
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this section we assume that p(A) =2, thus the corresponding graph G(A) is con- 
nected and bipartite. 
Let SlB,2 be the set of n x n symmetric irreducible Boolean matrices with period 
2. The following result is a direct consequence of Theorem 3.1. 
Theorem 5.1. If A E SIB,2 has the imprimitive normal form QAQT = (nl, At, n2, AZ, n,), 
h(A) = k(A), 
if nl = n2, 
2rt(k(A)i, if nl+ n2. 
Next we give a formula of k(A) for A E SIB,* through the diameter of the graph 
G(A). 
Theorem 5.2, Let A E SIB,2 and let d(A) be the diameter of the graph G(A). Then 
k(A) = d(A) - 1. 
Proof. Let d = d(A). We claim (i) AdW2 #Ad and (ii) Ad- ’ = Ad+ ‘. Then the desired 
equality follows from (i), (ii) and the definition of k(A). 
To prove (i), let i,je V(G(A)) with distance d(i, j) = d. Then (Ad)u = 1 and 
(Ad-‘),=O, thus Ad-2fAd. 
To prove (ii), since A is symmetric and irreducible, then A2r In, therefore 
Ad+ 1 = Ad- ‘A% Ad- ‘. On the other hand, if (Ad+ l). = 1, then there is a walk of 
length d+ 1 from vertex i to j in (the bipartite graph) G(A), since d(i, j) and d+ 1 
have the same parity and d(i, j) s d, we have d(i, j) s d - 1. Assume d - 1= d(i, j) + 21 
for some nonnegative integer I. By attaching closed walks of length 2 to a path of 
length d(i, j) from i to j, we get a walk of length d(i, j) + 2rJ= d- S from i to j and 
so (Ad- l)u = 1. This shows that (Ad+ l)ii = 1 implies (Ad- 1)o = 1, hence Ad-’ ZE Ad+ *. 
(ii) is proved. IX 
Corollary 5.3. If A E SIB, 2 , has the imprimitive normal form (nl, A,, n2, AZ, nl), 
then 
h(A) = I 
d(A)- 1, if nl = ;t2, 
[2r+(d(A) - 01, if nl #n2. 
Now we are going to give a complete description of the index set 
SK,$ = {k(A): A ESIB~,~} 
and the index set 
S n,2: = {h(A): A ESIB~,~}. 
. SK,2={1,2,...,n-2}. 
n,2 tlwn k = k(A) for some heorem 5.2, 
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G: . . . . . . . 
n 
Fig. 1. 
Conversely, suppose 1 I kr n - 2. The graph G of Fig. 1 is a connected bipartite 
graph with n vertices and with diameter d(G) = k + 1. Let A be the adjacency matrix 
of G, then A E SIBn,2 and 
k(A)=d(.)-1 =d(G)-1 =kESK,2. q , 
Theorem 5.5. (i) If n is even, then 
SHn,2 = {1,2 ,..., n-2}. 
(ii) If n is odd, then 
=3*, 2 ={m:2 rmrn-1 and m iseven). 
Proof. (i) Suppose h E SH,,2 and n is even, then h = h(A) for some A E SIB,2. By 
Corollary 5.3, h(A) is either d(A) - 1 or 2 [+(d(A) - l)J. Since d(A)r n - 1 and n 
is even, we have in both cases h(A) 5 n - 2; hence SH,2 E { 1,2, .*. , n - 2). 
Conversely, first suppose 15 h 5 n - 2 and h is even. Then by Theorem 5.4 there 
is some A E SIB,2 such that k(A) = h. Now by Theorem 5.1, 
k(A) is even e h(A) = k(A) * h = h(A)ESH,z. 
Next suppose 1 s h s n - 2 and h is odd. We construct a connected bipartite graph 
G (with n vertices, n even) with “equal bipartition” V(G) =XU Y where 1X1= 
- , 
IV = $n and with the diameter d(G) = h + 1 as follows: 
If h = 1, take G = Kn/2n,2, the complete bipartite graph. 
If h z 3, take G as in Fig. 2. Let A be the adjacency matrix of G, then A E SIB,,2 
and nl =n2, d(A)=h+ 1. Thus h(A)=d(A)- 1 =hESHn12 by Corollary 5.3. This 
shows that {1,2,..., n - 2) c SH,,2 and proves (i). 
n 
G: . . . . . . . . 
X= 1,3 ,.....   ..n-1 1 I , 
Fig. 2. 
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(ii) Suppose h E SH, 2 , and n is odd. Then h = h(A) for some A E SIBn,.2. Now 
n=nl+n2 is odd, so 
nl # n2 and h(A) = 2r+(d(A)- 1)i 5 d(A) s n-- 1. 
Conversely, suppose 2 s h ~5 n- 1 and h is even. By Theorem 5.4 there exists 
A E SIB,,2 with k(A) = h - 1. Now 
n=n,+n2isodd 
=2r+(h-1)1 =h 
by Theorem 5.1. So h E SH,2 and this proves (ii). Cl 
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